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DILIGENCE
Diligence is defined as
careful and persistent work or effort.
After all we’ve been through this year with the Pandemic and
the constant updates on the news, diligence may be the last
topic you would consider appropriate for this column. The fact
is however, diligence is likely to be even more important as we
go forward especially with the vaccine’s distribution coming to
a hospital or a pharmacy near you now or in the near future.
With the news of the successful development of two vaccines
and several more in the pipeline, the distribution of the
vaccines to hospitals and pharmacies throughout the nation,
we are on the right track to counterattacking the virus. The
news reports that roughly 50% of the population is seriously
considering not to take the vaccine. This is simply incredible.
But we have to play the hand we’ve been dealt. Many jewelers
have successfully handled the pandemic by studiously
enforcing the basics in their stores. A limit of the number of
people allowed in the store at one time. Required wearing of
face masks, social distancing, and frequent hand washing for
both staff and clients as well provide walk-in customers with
reassurance of the store’s concern for their health and wellbeing. Now is not the time to abandon the wearing of face
masks, social distancing, and frequent hand sanitizing. Until
the Pandemic is eradicated completely, diligence requires
continued observance of these rules of the road. We could be
looking at another six – to nine months before enough of the
population is immunized to create herd immunity.
As we return to more normal operations, it remains true
that our population will be immunized over a period of time
and possibly a long period of time. So, both prudence and
diligence demand a carefully thought plan to address the
return to normal. It is basic and fundamental and means
constant communication with staff and the client base.
The return to normal also means the adoption of new methods
you may have never tried before. Communication with your
clients is paramount and requires creativity and skill if you are
to be effective. Key in these new methods is the effective use
of email to stay in touch with your clients. In addition, you need
to be able to effectively use Instagram, Face Book, and/or
Pintrest. These vehicles all permit you to visit with customers.

By Frank Dallahan

over many years. It is to the point where a client will call and
ask for some suggestions for Christmas, a birthday, or an
anniversary. During the summer months, the man’s wife will
visit the store and put several items on her wish list. When
the husband calls, the owner will photograph the selected
items with prices and email them to him. He, then will make a
selection and call the store with his selection and credit card
number. Very slick. Very easy.
You can see where an extraordinary amount of
planning and diligence are necessary to develop
a communications link like this. The store also uses
Facebook and Instagram to communicate with her
client base. Of course, they keep meticulous records of the
customer’s likes and purchases. The present system developed
over the years and has evolved to the high level of success
today. When the Pandemic first arrived, the methodology of
dealing with clients long-distance was already a well-established
pattern and therefore was easily implemented.
When other stores were dependent on
walk-in traffic, this store kept in-touch
by email with stories and merchandise
appropriate for the particular season or occasion. It is the
personal connection of the owner and the staff with the
customer base that makes this store so effective regardless of
the outside environment.
It is time consuming to keep records that are
required. The rewards, though, are well worth
it when you are able ship thousands of dollars
in merchandise to clients on a daily basis. These
results are directly due to the diligence, intelligence and
follow-up of the owner. Her attention to detail is reflected in so
many ways. The store is exceptional in its merchandise variety
and display. It is all geared to taking care of the customer … to
make it easy for the customer to shop.

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler
Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

A jeweler I know in a South Jersey resort town has a welldeveloped client list. She has earned the trust of her clients
6
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UNDERSTANDING THE BELL

CURVE

Caste your mind back to school grade math
and chances are you’ll recognize this graph
Now, before your eyes glaze over at the thought of standard deviations
and other statistical calculations don’t worry – we’re not going to
get into a math lesson. What we are going to talk about is how
to make your business stand out from the crowd.
By David Brown

poorly! Less than 20% of stores – just 1 in 5 - can genuinely claim
to be doing better than most – it is literally the law of averages.
I frequently ask business owners, “What is the key point of
difference their business offers over their competition? I am
often given the answer – superior service. Yet when I ask them
what their competition would say if I asked the same question
they concede that their answer is likely to be identical. So if
everyone is giving great service – then you have now defined
‘great’ as just the new average.
You see the Bell curve graph above is representative of the
statistical chance of a certain outcome. Let’s say you give 100
people an English test – how would they score? The average
is the middle – around 1/3rd or 34% will achieve just below
the middle and a further 1/3 or 34% will score just above. This
is because most people get an average result – that’s why it’s
called average. Below the average is the percent who don’t do
very well – 13.5%, and those who do really poorly – 2.5%. At
the other end are those who do better than average – again
13.5% and those who do really well – 2.5%.
This sort of statistic is represented in many areas of life. If you
were to look at the distribution of wealth across the nation
based on the average wealth per person, you will find similar
results – half achieving less but a large percentage of that half
being just below the average – and half doing better, with
most just above that average wealth.
So, what does this mean for your business? Chances are,
statistically speaking, you will fall into the middle range of
the bell curve for most aspects of your business. What about
customer service? If I asked 100 store owners where they were,
I guarantee most would put themselves in the top 13.5% or
even the very top 2.5%. Statistically this is highly unlikely. What
about quality of staff? Again, I’d probably get the same answers
yet the chances of this happening is incredibly unlikely. Quality
of product sold? Return on investment? Reordering processes?
Stockturn? Marketing effectiveness? Evidence would tend to
suggest there is a 2 out of 3 chance that your store is average. If
you’re not average, then there’s a 50% chance that you’re doing

8
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So rather than assuming you have it nailed better than your
competition why not assume you are more likely to be in the
4 out of 5 who are not doing it any better than the rest? If
you were to make this assumption across every area of your
business then what would you start to change?
Don’t assume you’ve already got it better than your competition
– assume your current standard of performance across all aspects
of your business is, at best, average, or could be considerably
worse than others are achieving. If you assume the minimum
benchmark is higher than what you are currently doing then you
will surprise yourself at what you can achieve. If you don’t you
run the risk of getting left behind by your competition.
The time required to set a world mile running record is 30
seconds faster than what was needed 50 years ago. You can’t
afford to continue functioning at the standard that works now
– even if it is ‘good enough’
David Brown
David is the President of The Edge Retail
Academy (sister company of The Edge), who
provide expert consulting services to help with
all facets of your business including inventory
management, staffing, sales techniques, financial
growth and retirement planning...All customtailored to your store’s needs. By utilizing the
power of The Edge, we analyze major Key
Performance Indicators that point to your store’s
current challenges and future opportunities. Edge Pulse is the ideal addon to the Edge, to better understand critical sales and inventory data to
improve business profitability. It benchmarks your store against 1100+ other
Edge Users and ensures you stay on top of market trends. Ph 877-569-8657,
ext. 1, Inquiries@EdgeRetailAcademy.com or www.edgeretailacademy.com

10 Safety & Security Tips For Running Your Business During The Pandemic
By Larry Spicer

The year 2020 has been unlike any other due to COVID-19.
While cleaning and disinfecting your jewelry, stores have been
top of mind lately. It’s important to remain vigilant when it
comes to security, employees and more.
Here are a few safety and security tips to help you feel
confident and safe while continuing to run your business in
this new climate.
1. Have enough staff on hand; only allow a few customers
in at a time.
Customers are feeling more comfortable leaving home
and supporting their local jewelers. Prepare your store for
anticipated traffic and take precautions on the number of
customers to allow in at a time, for everyone’s safety.
2. Take precautions as jewelry is set up in displays.
All entrances to the building should be locked and security
systems should be activated. This is when stock not inside a safe
or a display case is most vulnerable. High-value merchandise
should be spread across the showroom and the arrangement
of items should be altered. This thwarts the threat of a burglar
remembering exact locations of the items he or she wants.
3. Ensure more than one employee is in the store when
opening and closing.
Open your business with two or more people on the premises.
One employee should open while another observes the
opening. When opening, the employee unlocking the store
should immediately lock the door after entering. Then, this
individual should conduct a full walk-through of the premises,
looking for anything suspicious.
The other employee should watch from a safe distance,
ready to call police if the need arises. Only after receiving an
“all-clear” notification from the first employee, the second
employee may enter — again locking the door behind him/
her — and assist with opening.
4. If you have an exterior camera ask customers to
momentarily lower their mask in view of the camera.
We understand that many customers will continue to wear
masks while going out in public after/if the mask mandates
are loosened. If it’s possible -- before they enter your store –
have security cameras set to get a view of their face, just in
case anything may happen after they enter. Once inside your
store, don’t ask customers to remove their mask as it’s a safety
measure for customers and staff.
5. If an outdoor camera isn’t available, ask for a driver’s
license before showing products.
Be open and honest with your customers and let them know
that due to heightened security risks you are obligated to
check everyone’s ID’s as an additional security measure. If a
crime is committed, you now have their information.
6. Be aware of “customers” who may be casing your store.
Unfortunately, not everyone who enters your store has good
intentions. Most crimes committed against jewelers are
10
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preceded by some degree of surveillance or casing. Be aware
of the following, as a person may be casing your property.
• Acting nervous or fidgety and avoid eye contact
• Doesn’t want to provide ID
•V
 ague about what they are looking for or claim they are just
browsing
•A
 sks unusual questions about your store and/or security
operations
•W
 earing clothing that doesn’t match the season or looks
like a disguise
If you have a strange feeling about a person or group of people,
trust your instinct. Be sure to document all suspicious activity in
an incident log and share that information with your staff.
7. Review security/alarm system to make sure its functioning
correctly.
Whether in the store or away from the store, it’s important
to keep an eye on surveillance footage. Verify your digital
security is up-to-date as well (anti-malware, spyware, and virus
protection, etc.)
8. «Be sure health and safety signage is visible to your
customers.
It’s important to communicate health and safety-related
messages to your customers while they shop. Jewelers Mutual
is providing free, downloadable signage available to print for
jewelry stores. These signs can be found on their website at
jewelersmutual.com/coronavirus-businesses.
9. T
 ake time to train employees on any new health and/or
security guidelines.
Meet with your employees for any training needed and make
sure they feel comfortable returning to work. Remind them to
remain vigilant while greeting customers and showing them
items.
10. Make sure your staff is healthy before coming to work.
Stay on top of health requirements from the CDC. For now, at
the very least, we recommend checking in with employees before
coming in to work – making sure they know to stay home if they
are ill. Temperature tests are also an option for employees.
Looking for additional resources or updates on information related
to COVID-19? Jewelers Mutual Group has a webpage dedicated
to jeweler resources during these unprecedented times at
jewelersmutual.com/coronavirus-businesses.
Larry Spicer

Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk
Management Services, Jewelers Mutual® Group
Larry Spicer joined the leadership team of
Jewelers Mutual Group as the vice president of
Loss Prevention and Risk Management Services
in 2019. Larry has over 20 years’ experience as
a security professional, having held leadership
positions at Aurora Healthcare, Home Depot,
and Kohl’s. Most recently he was the Director,
Public Safety at Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee,
WI, responsible for the development and implementation of security
strategies and procedures to safeguard over 70,000 team members.
Larry maintains Jewelers Mutual’s high level of loss prevention excellence
and puts commercial lines policyholders first.

MONEYBALL
By Vince Rath

Baseball is a sport that tracks more statistics than any other.
Every hit, out and error are measured, stored and reported
on, ad nauseum. There are legendary sports commentators
who can peel off player stats as if they were their own kids’
names. The book Moneyball (and movie based on it) written by
Michael Lewis, demonstrated the baseball industry’s evolution
to rely on statistics to build winning teams – it was a fascinating
story but what does it have to do with selling jewelry?
How do you objectively determine the impact you or a member
of your team has on the business, especially in a year like 2020?
There was an unprecedented work stoppage early in the year.
Most of the country was closed for two months and despite
that many retailers are having their best year ever. Why?
Sure, people have more disposable income because travel,
dining and other forms of entertainment have been seriously
curtailed. Government stimulus money certainly helped as
well but how do we determine each person’s contribution to
those results? What can we duplicate next year when those
other environmental conditions are not present?
These are the types of questions we hear every week.
Retailers know that to compete in this environment their
people, processes and programs must continuously improve.
They realize that there is more to developing sales skills
than motivational meetings and catchy romance phrases.
Supervisors want the ability to analyze behaviors, determine
improvement areas and then apply solutions that actually
change results. So, let’s talk about how to do that.
The first thing to realize is this….it is impossible to manage
sales. Yes, impossible. The only thing we can truly manage
are the behaviors that produce sales. Therefore, we need
a methodology that defines the steps of the process and
clarifies best practices within each. At the same time, we need
reporting. As we learned in Moneyball, all behavior produces
an output that can be measured. Whether it was a player’s On
Base Percentage or their Slugging Percentage, Billy Beane, the
story’s hero, knew that the more often a player reached base,
the more likely they were to score runs. The same is true in
12
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sales. The better our teams are at behaviors
such as Greeting, Showing Merchandise, Building
Value or Handling Objections, the more likely they
will produce sales! The issue is, which one to focus on?
We teach our clients a KPI (Key Performance Indicator)
approach to skill development. We track several numbers that
provide clues about the behaviors that produced them, and
supervisors use this information to prioritize their coaching
efforts. For instance, Average Transaction Value or the average
amount spent by a customer provides many valuable clues. A
deficiency in this number could indicate a reluctance to show
expensive merchandise or add-on additional items. It may also
showcase a shortcoming in one’s ability to Build Value and use
Feature/Benefit statements. Armed with this information, the
manager can begin to inspect or confirm these assumptions
through purposeful salesfloor observation. Once they have
evidence, when data and observation validate one another,
the manager can confidently apply the appropriate coaching,
training or performance management to reinforce desired
behavior or redirect the undesired.
So, what’s the moral of the story? Consider the potential
impact on the company through this type of supervision. If
we use data to identify small opportunities for each individual
and then provide specific and targeted coaching/training for
improvement, what is the cumulative effect? More hits, more
runs and many more wins!
If you’d like to know more about ORS or
our approach to KPI management, please contact me at
vince@optimumretailsolutions.com or 801-907-1650.
Vince Rath

Vince Rath is the owner of Optimum Retail
Solutions, a consulting firm dedicated to
helping independent jewelers with executive
coaching, leadership development and
operational improvement. He is the former
Divisional Vice President of Stores for Helzberg
Diamonds where he supervised 60 locations
and approximately $100M in sales revenue. He
is also the former VP of Stores for an 18-store
jewelry operation located in the Mountain West.

By Jim Ackerman

The 3 Must-Make Paradigm Shifts Required
For Jeweler Success in ’21 & Beyond…
If 2020 taught us anything, it’s that we can’t keep doing things the
same old ways and expect even the same results. Let me be clear…
If you keep running your business – and MARKETING your business –
the same ol’ ways, you WILL LOSE!
With that premise in mind, there are 3 major shifts in your marketing paradigm
that must be made if you’re to prosper in 2021 and for the rest of your career.

Paradigm
Shift #1

You are not a jeweler; you’re a
marketer of jewelry, gemstones
and jewelry-related services.

This is a very big deal. When you embrace this paradigm, you’ll
do whatever it takes to get off the bench and off the floor, and
start running your enterprise as a business person. That MUST
include spending far more time on innovating and marketing.
Most jewelers I talk to – and I talk to at least hundreds each
year, all over the country – admit to me they spend less than
5% of their time working on the marketing systems of their
businesses. They’re wrapped up with anything and everything
else and this primary function of their business is relegated to
the position of unpleasant afterthought.
Tell me, what can be more important to the success of
your enterprise than getting more bodies through the door
(physically and/or digitally), systematically increasing your
average ticket, and enticing existing clients to come back
more often?
I used to tell jewelers they should be spending an hour a day
on marketing. I no longer believe that is enough. Now I would
suggest that 2 hours a day is the minimum; half your time may
be necessary.
Where are you going to get that time? Delegate other duties
to other people.

Paradigm
Shift #2

Shift away from Branding and to
a Direct Response approach to
marketing.

In other words, stop just “getting the word out” and stop
marketing for “likes,” “fans” and “followers.” Start marketing
for one thing and one thing only… SALES!
The direct response model dictates that anything and everything
you do in marketing and advertising is designed to either get
an immediate purchase, or to get the prospect to take the next
step in the buying process.
Yes, you can run digital marketing campaigns that get people
to place orders immediately. I’ve talked about some of
those strategies – like Facebook Live events – in this column
previously. But you can also use your marketing to generate a
lead when you have a follow-up SYSTEM in place to ultimately
convert that prospect into a customer.
The single biggest key to make direct response marketing work
is… Compelling Offers!
I could spend multiple columns on this topic alone but suffice to
say 10% discounts aren’t likely to work at all. If you use this kind
of offer, don’t blame your advertising or the media through which
you distribute it. Your lame offer is why your ads don’t work.
That’s not to say everything has to have a deep discount, or any
discount at all. It IS to say that you must offer something that
makes the prospect want to take some kind of action, right now.

Jim Ackerman
Jim Ackerman offers a Marketing Fitness Check-up for quickly evaluating your marketing systems and recommending instant
improvements, which he is providing to Retail Jeweler readers FREE (A $397.00 value). Text Jim at 801.918.4117 to initiate the process.
Jim Ackerman is known at The Marketing Coach to the jewelry industry and has addressed jewelry retailers at the nations biggest
marketing events, including JA New York, JCK, The Atlanta Jewelry Show and many others.
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Continued to Pg 16

MY 12 MOST IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS FROM
WORKING WITH JEWELERS

By Bill Boyajian

One of the things I love about working with retail jewelers is that they are, for the most part,
salt of the earth people who love their customers and care for their staff. But they also fall victim to the
challenges of all businesspeople, so here are my key suggestions for all jewelers to consider:

1 Sales aren’t taken as seriously as they should be.
I can say this confidently because if jewelers were really
serious about selling, they would train their people on product
knowledge and sales skills much more than they currently do.
Nothing is more important in a jewelry store than making sales.
Nothing!

2 Too quick to hire and too slow to fire.
Most jewelers spend far too little time during the hiring process
and far too much time releasing employees that are not the
right fit for the company. The best thing you can do for the
welfare of the business is to terminate that problem employee.

3 Difficulty handling the highest performing
salesperson.
Many star salespeople are the most difficult to manage
because they upset the “feel good” culture of the store. As
natural hunters, they are driven to sell and go for the kill every
time. Are they worth the management headaches they create?
A person who makes double the sales over the next best
salesperson is usually worth the trouble.

4 Owners writing too much of the book of
business of the store.
If you’re the owner and write more than 25% of the book
of business for the store, you’re in trouble because you
can almost never get away without a guilty conscience or a
Continued to Pg 16

nervous breakdown. One jeweler I know writes 75% of the
book of business of his $8 million store. He talked about
selling the business one day. I told him he can’t because he IS
the business. My advice was to become a private jeweler with
one or two key staff to support him.

5 The best salespeople should be first up.
They should not be fiddling with other duties. If co-workers
don’t like this, they can learn to sell as well as the best
salesperson and earn their place in line.

6 Using jewelry shows, your special pieces from
the safe, and clientelling for key sales.
COVID aside, one of my clients had his staff at the JCK Show
a few years ago. One of the salespeople was sending texts
to clients with photos of jewelry she was seeing. She made
several sales during the show. Other jewelers make a personal
phone call and show special items to special clients directly
from their safe. This is how one-of-a-kind sales are made that
make your month, and sometimes your year.

7 Making the best salesperson the sales manager.
Some owners make the even greater mistake of asking the
best salesperson to become the sales manager. The traits that
make the best salesperson almost never convert to the skills
that will make them a good sales manager.

THE
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The 3 Must-Make Paradigm Shifts Required For
Jeweler Success in ’21 & Beyond…(Cont’d)
Paradigm
Shift #3

MY 12 MOST IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS FROM

WORKING WITH JEWELERS

You MUST blend BOTH digital
and traditional media

The idea that digital marketing is the be-all and end-all of
marketing and it will lead you to business Nirvana is simply a LIE.
It won’t. I’ve got proof in the scores of jewelers who have been
relying on digital marketing almost exclusively for years and
who have seen their revenues flounder.
Truth is, digital marketing CAN bring in SOME business, but I
have rarely seen it bring in ENOUGH business at a low enough
cost of acquisition, that the jeweler can rely on it exclusively.
Do not mistake my meaning. Digital marketing is crucial today
and will be increasingly vital going forward. But you’ve got to
use it right. That includes the following…
1. Use your digital marketing as direct response media,
making offers, following up, etc.
2. Send people to landing pages instead of to your general,
generic website homepage.
3. Use TRADITIONAL media both for direct response to
generate leads and sales and driving people to landing
pages and your sales process (or funnel).

BONUS Paradigm Shift: You can no longer do it alone
Gone are the days when handling your marketing was a matter
of renewing your yellow pages ad, throwing an occasional ad
in the newspaper and having the local radio station run a flight
for you once in a while.
Today’s marketing is a multi-channel, integrated, relatively
complex collection of strategies and disciplines and rare is the
independent, retail jeweler indeed, who can do this without help.
Sadly, whether you like it or not, you’re going to need resources.
You may be able to hire some of those resources to handle
some of those responsibilities in-house. You’re also likely to
need some outside help to provide done-for-you services.
Don’t be prideful about this. Don’t bemoan the budget that will
need to be dedicated to this. In today’s world, it’s simply a must.
The trick is to engage vendors who will structure their relationship
with you so it is fair and beneficial to you, not just to them.
I’ll be elaborating on all of these points in my columns here
throughout 2021. Meanwhile, the sooner you make these
mind and heart paradigm shifts, the better off your business
will be, starting right now.

16
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8 The store owner is the biggest discounter.
Discounting is a cancer to the industry and robs you of
needed profitability. And the worst culprit is the owner
because past clients were trained to ask for “Harry’s price.”
Discounting is problematic because it creates uncertainty in
the mind of your customer about the honesty of your pricing
and cheapens the whole experience.

9 Inadequate use of their Point of Sale System.
Failure to take a rigorous and consistent review of aged and
unwanted inventory, salesperson reports, supplier reports, and
analytics at your fingertips is a mistake most jewelers make.
Too much time is spent working “in” the business – putting
out fires and living in the weeds – instead of working “on” the
business from a higher elevation that allows you to see your
business with a fresh, new perspective.

10 Meticulous reordering of fast-selling merchandise.
Items that sell quickly (less than 90 days and average 30 days)
should be reordered immediately. Every day they are not in
your store is a day that you can’t sell them.

11 Failure to negotiate stock balancing practices
with suppliers before making an initial order.
You should never open a new supplier without a very clear
understanding of their stock balancing practices. If the terms
are not favorable, walk away.

12 Falling in love with inexpensive silver jewelry.
One of my pet peeves is watching jewelers sell cheap silver
jewelry. It takes as much time to sell a silver trinket as it does
fine gold jewelry. And it prevents you from increasing your
average retail sale, which is a key to growing your gross profit.
You can probably add to my list, but this is a good start if you
want to improve your business this year.
Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader
– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

THE NEWEST

MOST EFFECTIVE
ECOMMERCE STRATEGIES
By Mia Katrin

SPOILER ALERT
The quick answer is yes. Not having a working website in 2020
is akin to not having an email address 10 years ago or a phone
number two decades ago. You can easily set up a one page
website in a day through do-it-yourself platforms such as Wix,
GoDaddy or WordPress. Basic information about your store,
its location, and phone number, days and hours of operation,
staff, and the store’s merchandise focus. In addition, along
with a few pictures of your store, some inventory, and your
staff round out the page.Without a web presence, customers
searching for you online will assume (as they would if you don’t
have a phone number) that you don’t exist or have gone out
of business. You should have social media business pages,
especially Instagram and Facebook. But this is not enough.
Today’s customer searching for a jeweler and not finding a
working website will most likely look elsewhere.

capture their imagination, fulfill their needs, solve their
problems, show them the benefits for them. One way to do
this is to weave a compelling story about what makes your
product and store unique. “Social proof” via testimonials from
satisfied customers is also key to establish trust.

Although a basic website is necessary, it’s no longer the most
powerful way to sell online. A website functions more like
a brochure, rather than an active sales strategy. New more
powerful online tools have recently emerged and are the
current key to converting potential customers to actual sales.
The most successful ecommerce entrepreneurs and businesses
are generating millions of dollars annually through these
techniques. What are they?

Because jewelry is often a more expensive purchase than other
inexpensive products and services widely marketed online, the
funnel process may involve an intermediate step of a webinar or
video sales letter. You drive major traffic through the top of your
funnel, then narrow it down to those more seriously interested,
and move them through the funnel via a live webinar where
they register, or a video presentation, or even a live in-store
appointment, presentation or event. You can also follow up
with a sales phone call reaching out to those who have already
indicated interest and close the sale over the phone.

SALES FUNNELS.
The idea is to start with a large outreach, targeting substantial
numbers of potential customers (the top of the funnel) via
Facebook Ads, Google Ads, YouTube, email direct marketing,
social media promotions, such as Live events, etc. You craft a
specific compelling offer, a sales or landing page, that calls out
your target customer, your “avatar,” through forceful headlines,
graphics and copy. You lead your potential customers through
a series of steps, the “funnel,” ending with a conversion to
concrete sales at the end. The final sale can be made either
directly through the funnel itself (through ready-made programs
such as clickfunnels.com), or through a link to your website set up
for ecommerce through Shopify or other ecommerce platforms.
The conversion rate—the percentage of actual sales compared
to those initially targeted--may be very small, a few percent. But
you’re driving major traffic into the top of the funnel through
the vastness of the internet. So even a small conversion rate is
effective and powerful.

CRAFT A COMPELLING STORY. SOCIAL PROOF VIA
TESTIMONIALS.
You’re targeting your ideal customer, your “avatar.” You have
to speak their language, appeal to their desires and interests,

PRODUCT STACKS. UPSELLS AND DOWN-SELLS.
Most of the profit from funnels is made on the backend,
through add-ons. You’re already familiar with this. They’ve
bought the necklace, now add on the matching earrings. Or
add on jewelry cleaner, or insurance coverage for their new
purchase. The same applies to sales funnels. Just after they’ve
checked out, the option pops up for further sales. The most
likely successful sale is a customer that’s just bought from you.

WEBINAR, VSLS.

IT’S A PROCESS.
Your goal is to drive major traffic through the top of the
funnel, then cultivate those who have shown initial interest
to eventually convert them into concrete sales. Enticing “exit
pop” offers can be set up to generate the email addresses and/
or text numbers of those who have shown interest but not yet
converted to sales. Then you keep targeting these potential
clients regularly through email and text campaigns and follow
up offers until they buy. Only 1-3% of those initially engaged
may buy with the initial offer. But with regular follow up, over
six months, the conversion rate can rise to around 50%.
Ecommerce is not just the wave of the future. It’s essential now.
Mia Katrin
Mia Katrin’s new agency www.TheJewelersMarketer.com
helps propel your sales to the top through social media
marketing and powerful ecommerce strategies. Free
initial analysis and recommendations. mia@jeweljewel.
com. Mia’s an award-winning designer featured over
100 top retail stores nationally. www.jeweljewel.com.
She’s an industry spokesperson, a Byline columnist, and
a regular invited speaker at the major trade events.
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NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTIONS AND
HELPFUL BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS

By Author

2020 was a record year for change. We’ve
experienced an unprecedented worldwide
pandemic, labor processes turned upside
down, and radical change in awareness of
racial injustice. Undoubtably it’s been a year
of change hopefully a year of learning countless
lessons along the way.
The New Year is the perfect time to take stock
and set goals for the year ahead. You probably
have a list of personal New Year’s resolutions written
down and posted to your fridge. But have you ever
thought of taking some time and doing the same for
your retail business? There might be hundreds of tasks you
plan on accomplishing for your business in the coming year,
but these 15 simple tips can set you up for success in 2021!
Keep in mind that now more than ever people will be heading into stores or looking
online in January to cash in gift cards or spend gift money or to exchange items.
With the right approach and some advance planning, you can capture their attention,
and their dollars, and their trust throughout the New Year.

1

FOLLOW UP WITH HOLIDAY SHOPPERS

Hopefully, you captured email addresses from people who shopped at
your store or visited your website over the last few months. If you did
that, you could then reach out again in January with an email marketing
message or via social media. You can do a soft sell with a digital “Happy
New Year” eCard and a gentle reminder to come in and take advantage
of January specials or a thank you special offer for them visiting you store
or site. If you did not capture email addresses from your customers, now
is the time to start.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: PiYaRo- offers cutting edge silver
designs for the 21st century consumer.
A top 2020 style: Sterling Silver, 14K & H-VS Mined Diamond Pendant
MSRP $2,699
PiYaRo.com / 888.427.8886
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By Gloria Maccaroni

2

LURE THEM BACK WITH LIMITED-TIME OFFERS GOOD ONLY IN JANUARY

Many people like to shop after Christmas for themselves. You can lure them back
by offering a reward such as store “cash,” gift cards or percentage/dollar-off
deals. Whatever you choose, the key is to focus on getting your customers back
into your store.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Belle Etoile – offering strong
design and the Retailer Solutions Program- helping to drive traffic to
brick-and-mortar stores.
A top 2020 style: The Sterling Silver Geometric Bangle MSRP $495
belleetoilejewelry.com / 877.838.6728

3

BUILD ON GIFT CARDS

Gift cards continue to be the number one most popular holiday gift. So, if your store sold
them, you would have built-in sales in January and months later. Statistics show that 74%
of consumers spend well over the gift card amount. Be sure that your web site welcomes
gift card redemption. And coach your staff to sell up!

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Samuel B offering the
Guaranteed Sales Program.
A top 2020 style: This Sterling Silver Drop Pearl Earring MSRP $79
wholesale.samuelb.com/ 855.samuelb

4

OFFER A UNIQUE VIRTUAL SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

Now that things have calmed down a bit – why not offer your clients a “My Bubble
Online Shopping Experience”. Offer a free consultation to show a group of friends
the best of 2020 or what’s set to be on trend for 2021 and take orders , all from the
comfort of their home!

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Phillip Gavriel offers silver cuffs
great for stacking and multiple sales.
This top 2020 style: Sterling Silver Popcorn Cuff Bracelet with 0.15ct
diamonds. MSRP $695
phillipgavriel.com / 800.622.0960
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NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS AND HELPFUL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
5

USE LOSS LEADERS TO DRAW IN SALES

January is the perfect time to get rid of slow-moving items that didn’t sell well. Discount them
to rock-bottom prices to get people into your store. And then entice those customers with
well-merchandised displays of full-priced items.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Bella Cavo’s styles hit the top
mark for holiday sales.
This top 2020 style is the best of all: Sterling Silver Simulated Diamond
Flexible Cross Bracelet MSRP $90
kellywaters.com / 800.647.7017

6

OFFER A “MY BUBBLE” EXCLUSIVE SHOPPING EVENT

Invite your top customers and their select friends into the store - for a safe, private
shopping session. Show them new items or the Best of 2020. You might be surprised
how many people didn’t receive what they had hoped for at Christmas . Ask them to
share the event on social media and ask permission to do the same.

New Year’s Sterling Solution:
American made hand crafted designs from E.L.Design offering
a 2020 Best Seller: Sterling Silver Pendant w/ 14K Leaf Accent
MSRP $345
eldesigns.com / 800.828.1122.

7

USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO REACH ANOTHER CONSUMER GROUP

Reward customers for being connected with social-only incentives. A discount for
Facebook friends or Twitter followers may be leveraged more effectively and efficiently
than printed coupons, direct mail or print ads.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Joryel Vera, setting the standard
for elegance in design and quality in craftsmanship. The number 1
style for 2020, this Modern Sterling Silver Green Quartz Pendant
MSRP $225
joryelverawholesale.com / 561.508.2945
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8

LOOK TO THE FUTURE

The new year is a time when people are ready for change. Promote how your business can help them usher in “the new.”
Most people are looking to lose weight or update their look – so capture this customer by offering a jewelry wardrobe
makeover party. Better yet, team up with a clothing boutique in town to add to the fun and focus on the female selfpurchase customer who will be looking for new styles and looks in the New Year. Again, these ideas can work virtually
or with a limited preregistered group.

New Year’s Sterling Solution:
Michou creating pieces transcendent & unique.
This Top 2020 style: Silver Bracelet with Amazonite, Pearl, Quartz,
Topaz & Amazonite. MSRP $384
michoujewelry.com / 530.525.3320

9

FINE TUNE YOUR SOCIAL OUTREACH

Essentially, turn your focus to quality over quantity. You can blast out 10 Facebook posts every day and retweet all night
long, but there are ways you can connect with your current and potential clients better by doing less. Instead, focus on
posting interesting, timely information that encourages your audience to interact with you or share your content.
Quick ways to do this:
• Respond to comments on your posts.
• Leave comments and like content on other pages.
• Include personal notes on pictures or posts that you share.
Take the time to make a few real connections every day and
you’ll see your relationships strengthen.

New Year’s Sterling Solution:
Hope Faith Miracles offering unique designs of subtle elegance.
A top 2020 stye: Sterling Fleur de lis Scroll Band . MSRP $125
hopefaithmiracles.com/ 843.298.0764

10

LAUNCH A NEW PRODUCT OR SERVICE

One way to entice customers to visit your store after the holidays is to launch a new
product or service, this will help to ensure there is not a significant drop off in sales in
January. Be the first in town to have a new collection, offer a style makeover service for a
limited time, or tout your in-house design services. Spread the word via posts and print .

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Frederic Duclos silver
extraordinaire – “the jeweler choice” for silver.
A 2020 top style: Sterling & Blue Topaz Cleft Earrings MSRP $180
fredericduclos.com / 866.89.3636
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11

FOCUS RELIGIOUSLY ON TWO OR FEWER KPIS

Stay committed to business growth by selecting one or two key performance
indicators (KPIs) and create daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly goals. Keep it
simple this year and make sure that your plans for business growth are clear, as
well as backed by the key areas that will help grow your business.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Kelim’s timeless design and
hand-crafted pieces.
A 2020 Top Style: Sterling Bee Mine Hexagon Dangle Earrings
MSRP $80 kelimjewelry.com / 301.448.7367

12

UPDATE YOUR WEBSITE

Now more than ever , your website is critical to sales and success. Update it often – use
banners and pop ups to mention promotions, new collections, and sales. Let it be the
vehicle to drive sales. If your website is unappealing, or circa 1995, who will want to visit your
physical store? Invest either the time or money in updating your online presence. It doesn’t
have to be fancy, but a clean and modern design will do wonders for your store’s brand.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Kir, offering quality, style and
customer service. A top 2020 Style: Sterling Hammered Stackable
Ring MSRP $155
kircollection.com / 303-530-1268

13

GET TO KNOW YOUR EMPLOYEES AND ASK THEM TO
SUGGEST THEIR OWN NEW YEAR’S SOLUTIONS!

Get to know your employees better. Remember, your staff is the life and blood of your
business. And happy staff means happy customers, which means more sales. Find the
time to learn how they are managing thru these unprecedented times. Ask them what
their career and life goals are. You’ll not only foster a healthier working environment but
could discover hidden talents among your employees you didn’t know were there. Ask
them for their suggestions and New Year’s solutions too. They can provide invaluable
insight to your business.

New Year’s Sterling Solution: Martha Seely’s clean, modern
design for today’s modern woman. Top 2020 Style: Sterling Dangle
with Sapphire, Tanzanite & Diamonds MSRP $700.
marthaseely.com / 617-899-2162
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14

PRIORITIZE BALANCE

The workday for a jewelry store certainly isn’t 9-5 but long hours on weekends and catching up on things during
the slower weekdays. All of this burning the candle at both ends means burnout is on the rise. Burnout affects
both your mental and physical health, so it’s important to make sure you take the time you need to recharge.
Here are some tangible ways to work in balance:
• Exercise as often as you can. Take a phone call while you go for a short walk.
• Spend time with people you care about. Set a monthly lunch date via Zoom or FaceTime or schedule a weekly
call with someone who is important to you.
• Get some sleep at night. Staying off your phone/tablets for an hour before bed will help you sleep easier.
• Carve out time for yourself. Watch a movie, bake some cookies , do a crossword puzzle, whatever will help you
relax and recharge your batteries.

New Year’s Sterling Solution:
Lika Behar’s collection reconciles ancient history with the sensibility of
the modern world. A top 2020 Style: Sterling & Gold Fusion Cuff with
Diamonds. MSRP $2,020
likabehar.com / 201.933.7200 EXT 1

15

THINK AHEAD

As you think about your new year’s resolutions for 2021, consider this year and beyond. Just the idea of this task can seem
daunting, so start by making a list or marking up a calendar. Oftentimes, just seeing your list on paper can make it feel more
manageable. It doesn’t matter how you want to manage your list. You can use the tried-and-true paper and pen and use
a planner. If you prefer to keep things digital, check out some of the many apps like ATracker and Toodledo to keep you
organized. Include goals both personal and professional you’d like to achieve. Think about what steps you can take to make
those dreams a reality. Use this plan as a motivator to stay on track with goals throughout 2021.

New Year’s Sterling Solution:
Piazza di Spagna the new Italian made Sterling Collection form
Royal Chain. A 2020 Top Style: Sterling & CZ Tubogas Snake
Bangle MSRP $395
royalchain.com /800.622.0960.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry
in major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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By Jackie LeBental

There is jewelry at the end of the

RAINBOW

Of course, it would be nice to have that pot of gold but I’ll take jewelry at the end of a rainbow
any day. Everyone’s definition of jewelry affection is different but when I see a spectrum of
colored gems or rainbow color enamel in an array of styles, my face lights up, I get giddy and
jewelry happiness takes over. Rainbow jewelry is no longer a trend it is a jewelry staple.

01

02

ParkFord

Luvente

Designer Jeanette Park gave birth
to a new collection called Revival.
There is nothing better for a new
year in jewelry than to kick it off
with a brilliant new collection. This
Chicago native took her love of
Chicago’s late 19th century Victorian
style architecture and blended it with
feminine curves and bursts of color.
This rainbow revival necklace with
moonstone and sapphire baguettes
set in 14K yellow gold, is the ultimate
rainbow lover’s piece. Retail $3,950.
262.290.0047

Meticulously crafted in NYC,
Michael Dabakarov and Daniel
Dabakarov are committed to
time honored designs that create
jewelry moments. Their newest
Enamel Collection celebrates the
happiness of jewelry by mixing
vibrant color gems, various shades
of 14K gold and enamel. My
jewelry moment would be stacking
multiples of this multi colored
enamel band. Retail $625.
646.494.7565

03

04

Polly Wales

Eriness

Limitless in her pursuit of jewelry design, British creator Polly
Wales, took the unconventional approach to design and
created her now famous “cast-notset” style. This hands-on organic
process of casting gemstones directly
into molten gold, has captured
jewelry devotees worldwide. Totally
smitten with these Polaris hoop
earrings with inverted rainbow
sapphires set in 18K yellow gold.
Retail $3,300. 213.265.7064

Designer Erin Sachse always had a flair for accessories. In 2015
she decided to take her endless love of jewelry and transform it
into contemporary fine collections. Filled with beaming shades
of vibrant gemstones and sparkling diamonds, her modern
motifs have you craving more and more. Round multi colored
bangle in 14K yellow gold with round ruby, tsavorite, amethyst
and sapphire gemstone. Available in 14K rose and white gold.
Retail $4850. 310.461.8454

Jackie LeBental
Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized business solutions and
extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest
approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on
Instagram at Barriluxco.
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05

06

Ark Fine Jewelry

Adore-Adorn

Driven from divine intention and inner harmony, Ann Rosen
Korman a devout yogi, takes you on an enlightened journey
of design through her work.
Each handcrafted adornment,
weaves ancient energy and
embodies a spiritual flow. Her
rainbow destiny ring set in
18K yellow gold with rainbow
gemstones spiraling into a
center diamond, is on my
rainbow jewelry wish list.
Retail $2,700. 310.386.4940

Inspired by amore, Sasha Flynn designs with the purpose of
preserving everlasting jewelry you simply fall in love with.
Her collection ranges from chunky
statement pieces to everyday hoops
in various different metals. These
large but lightweight hoops in 14K
rose gold 925 silver with multicolored crystal will put rainbow
vibes right onto your ears. Retail

07

08

Julers Row

Midas Chain

You might know this mother and daughter team for amazing
jewelry art and accessories but they also create really fun and
wearable jewelry. Taking her jewelry blogging to the next
level in 2011, Julie Bishop partnered with her interior design
mother in collaboration to
create products for jewelry
lovers. I am a sucker for
all things personalized
and fell for this must have
rainbow enamel name plate.
The font is Gilbert, created
in honor of Gilbert Baker
artist and LGBTQ activist. A
portion of the proceeds go
to GLAAD. It’s available in SS
with rhodium, SS with yellow
gold vermeil and 14K yellow
gold. Prices start at $290.
317.969.5765

The Midas team brings 40 years of
manufacturing expertise to the industry.
Always on the cutting edge of style and
trend, this family operated manufacturer
supplies the industry with classic chains
to fashion forward and layering pieces.
Since I am a lover of rainbows and
hearts, I melted when I saw this 18K rose
gold plated puffed heart necklace with
rainbow colored CZ stones. Retail $116..
201.444.1150

09
Tresor Collection
Rich in jewelry heritage, Puja Bordia
is the 19th generation of jewelers in
her family. Celebrating her passion
for design, Puja collections are
abudant with vibrant gemstones
immersed in classic style. These
flowing and feminine drop earrings
feature emerald, ruby and sapphires
in 18K yellow gold. Retail $900.
305.375.0935

$300. help@adore-adorn.com

10
Suzy Landa
Looking for that wow piece, look no further than to this
brand new incredible petals of color statement ring from
Suzy Landa. Designing for the woman who has timeless
style but loves a pop of color, each signature piece makes
you an instant collector. For the rainbow jewelry lover like
myself, this one of a kind cocktail ring takes your breath
away. Signature beaded
basket setting in 18K yellow
gold for a collection of 7 pear
shapes: pink tourmaline,.
yellow beryl, Madeira citrine,
peridot, green tourmaline,
aquamarine, amethyst, with a
frame of diamond set beads.
Retail $10,340.
212.874.2346
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Royal Chain Partners with Independent Jewelers to
recognize everyday heroes during the pandemic.
This nationwide initiative, called The Royal Chain Heroes, is
open to everyone with the hopes of sharing uplifting stories of
everyday heroes during these times and connecting jewelers
and their communities.
The Royal Chain Heroes program calls for inspiring stories
of everyday heroes. The project, started in September of
this year, seeks to bring jewelers and communities together
by recognizing everyday people who have gone above and
beyond during the pandemic. Royal Chain believes small
actions can help make a difference, but only if we acknowledge
those selfless individuals.
The Royal Chain Heroes program calls for people to share
stories of people they know that have inspired them. The
nationwide initiative is open to all retailers. The Heroes can be
anyone, including but not limited to healthcare workers on the
front lines. The important part of the program is that the hero
must display exemplary acts of helping someone in need.
“What a great way for a community to connect and support
each other by rewarding the brave men and women showing
strength and courage. I want to see jewelry stores and their
communities work together to give back to the people who
deserve a little jewelry love from us,” says Phillip Gabriel
Maroof, Vice President of Royal Chain.
To date, 12 stories have already been published and awarded
with a Phillip Gavriel piece of jewelry. Here are three of the
selected stories:
Elaine Canty was supposed to be retired after over 40 years of
service as a nurse in the Boston area when she was asked to
stay longer to take care of patients when the pandemic hit. At
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the start of her career in the 1980’s, she was thrust into a world
faced with the AIDS pandemic, taking care of patients with
nowhere to turn in a time of uncertainty and confusion about
the disease. She never considered calling it quits then or now.
Her perseverance has also inspired her daughter to follow in her
footsteps and seek a career in nursing. Toodie’s Fine Jewelry in
Quincy, MA joined Royal Chain in recognizing Elaine Canty.
Jory Zimmerman is a Critical Care Nurse Practitioner. After a
hiking accident years ago, he left his job in the jewelry industry
and began a career in healthcare. When the pandemic hit, he
moved to New York at his own will and expense to help those
in need at the epicenter. Jory continues to move across the
country to help hospitals in need. His father, owner of Windy
City Diamonds in Chicago joined the company in awarding
Jory with a piece.
Joy Drummond-Audain has been in the nursing profession for
over 26 years and currently works at Memorial Sloan Kettering
in New York, one of the world’s most world renowned
cancer hospitals . As early as a 10-year-old child, she says
nursing has been her passion. In her community, Joy has
been a spokesperson at Cancer Awareness events, bringing
awareness to broader health screenings for early detection
and prevention of cancer. During the pandemic, she has been
on the front lines taking care of cancer patients, the most
vulnerable people out there. She went through a rough period
when her father was diagnosed with COVID-19; Joy nursed
him back to health herself. Fortunoff Fine Jewelers on New
York’s Long Island joined in giving Joy this honor.
These inspiring story and many others can be found on The
Royal Chain Heroes official website www.royalchainheroes.org.
Retailers across the country are encouraged to submit more
stories, fill in the form that can be found on the Royal Chain
Heroes website www.royalchainheroes.org

Continued to Pg 42

Phillip Gavriel

E. L. Design

Advertiser

Gemlok
18kt white & rose gold winsome bangle consisting of diamonds
and 3.80 carats of pink, blue & green chalcedony cabochons
in a floral pattern. MSRP: $18,600. For more information call
212-755-2522
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“Artistry is ecstatic to announce the launch of our new website.
Our team has worked tirelessly over the last six months to
create this new interactive tool for our customers,” said Susan
Klemt Williams, Artistry’s Vice President. “We are so pleased
to be able to offer this important resource to our customers to
help them in their day-to-day needs.”

Bachelorette Styles Brevani
Tayshia Adams, the most recent Bachelorette on ABC’s hit show
The Bachelorette couldn’t get enough of Brevani’s jewelry!
Wearing a range of styles across multiple product categories,
including their signature Dashing Diamonds collection, Tayshia
sparkled all season long. Chosen for the shows promo shots
was Brevani’s best-selling paperclip link-inspired earrings. For
more information about Brevani call 800-997-8780.

To learn more about Artistry, Ltd. and explore the new website,
please visit www.artistrylimited.com.
About Artistry:
Artistry was founded in 1982 by Laura Klemt. 38 years later, it
continues to focus on the core principles that are responsible
for the company’s success: excellence in design, careful
attention to every detail of the product development and
manufacturing process, a strong value proposition, accessible
price points and a culture of true partnership with its retailers.

Artistry, Ltd. Launches New Website
Artistry has announced the launch of its new website designed
to help jewelers increase sales.

Color Merchants
The new password protected website will enable approved
Artistry customers and prospects to:
• Explore Artistry’s complete product offering
• Place orders
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This Dashing Diamond Celestial necklace features 0.33cts of
diamonds - perfect for completing your layered look MSRP:
$1,400. For more information visit www.colormerchants.com
or call 800-997-8780.

Mettler Toledo Announces New FreshBase Scale
The FreshBase C3 scale is the perfect choice for retailers
looking for intuitive functionality and simple integration into
existing processes and applications at fresh service counters.
With FreshBase, retailers benefit from enhanced productivity
to focus more attention on customers as well as a low total
cost of ownership.
FreshBase is Mettler Toledo’s newest counter scale for fresh
departments. Built with a focus on ergonomics, hygiene, and
durability, FreshBase’s robust design includes aluminum diecast housing and groove-free exterior – expertly designed
to withstand daily usage in busy departments. The intuitive
user interface sports a simplified operation through a familiar
Graphical User Interface that reduces navigational clicks and
leverages smartphone-like gestures. The large adjustable 7”
widescreen customer display enables in-store marketing of
digital content and cross promotions directly in the customer’s
line of sight.
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Future-proof Software
FreshBase delivers enhanced integration by supporting
communication with existing corporate applications through
browser-based and web services technologies. Additional
software support provides ease of maintenance, increased
self-diagnostics, and in-store or remote servicing.

Event registration and additional 2021 AGA Virtual Conference
are available a www. accreditedgemologists.org

Jewelers Mutual Group Ranked 60th Most
Successful Private Company in Wisconsin 75™
Insurer attributes success to its commitment to its customers
and the jewelry industry

Enhanced Productivity
FreshBase offers operators an intuitive user interface that
reduces trainings for both new employees and experienced
operators. The user-friendly interface reduces training times,
enhances staff productivity,and eases workflows. Engineered for
maximum efficiency and intuitive usability, FreshBase has a bestin-class adjustable, anti-glare 12.1” widescreen operator display
For more information, visit http://www.mt.com/retailFreshBase.

AGA Announces the 2021 Tucson Virtual Conference
Mark your Calendar - Accredited Gemologists Association
(AGA) is pleased to announce their annual February gemological
education conference, a virtual event that you’re invited to
attend.
The 2021 AGA Virtual Conference will take place on February
16 & 17, 2021, and deliver four gemological education
sessions over two days, online each day from 8:30 to 11:00 am
(PST). Open to everyone, attendees can register to participate
in both days or single-day sessions.
The conference will feature Industry experts discussing timely
topics including a global update on the diamond marketplace,
insight into gem pegmatites and their related mineralogy
and gemology, results of experimental heat treatments of
corundum, and the first-hand account of attending Myanmar’s
famed annual trading emporium for gems.
AGA president, Teri Brossmer said: “Although we are unable
to meet in person for our annual Tucson conference this
coming February – AGA is excited to host the 2021 AGA
Virtual Conference and to deliver the top-notch gemological
education experience that our members and the industry look
forward to attending each year. No matter the obstacle, AGA
remains committed to providing educational opportunities to
our network of loyal AGA members and gem enthusiasts who
invest in their knowledge and shape the future of gemology.
We look forward to bringing folks together again and hope
you will join us.”
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Jewelers Mutual Group announced today it ranked No. 60 on
Deloitte’s Wisconsin 75™, a ranking of the 75 largest private
companies in Wisconsin, based on sales revenue. This is the
company’s second year for the distinguished honor and Jewelers
Mutual senior vice president and chief technology officer, Mike
Pelto, credits the company’s focus on digital growth, innovation
and sense of community to create a well-rounded and successful
company. “We’re honored to be recognized among some of
Wisconsin’s greatest organizations.”

“Jewelers Mutual’s goal of raising the tide of the jewelry
industry starts at home, in Neenah, Wisconsin,” Pelto said.
“Our employees, customers and our community are an integral
part of our continued growth and success.”
“The Wisconsin 75 list recognizes the important role private
companies play in the local economy. Comprised of some of
the state’s most recognizable brands and exciting emerging
companies, these organizations demonstrate incredible
leadership and when called upon, adapt to help guide our state
through various obstacles,” said Scott Wrobbel, U.S. central
region leader and Wisconsin managing partner of Deloitte LLP.

AGS Postpones Conclave 2021
With the American Gem Society’s health and safety concerns
as a top priority, AGS has made the decision to postpone
Conclave 2021 until the fall.
After canceling the 2020 Conclave due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the American Gem Society had planned to host the
2021 Conclave, April 26-28 in Louisville, Kentucky at the Omni
Louisville Hotel.
AGS is working to select new dates and a location and will
issue an update as soon as possible.
“This was a very difficult, but necessary decision for us to
make,” said Alexis Padis, CGA, Chair of the AGS Conclave
Committee, and Secretary on the AGS Board of Directors. “We
all miss time spent in person with our AGS community, and

everyone was so excited about the idea of seeing one another
finally. With the uncertainty that the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought and the health of our membership as the top priority,
we came to the conclusion, after much discussion, that the
best thing to do for our members was to move this muchloved event to the fall.”
Keeping members’ health and safety will continue to be a
priority for AGS. When Conclave returns in the fall, AGS will
provide a safe environment for attendees that follows local
and federal health guidelines.

US,” states Amit Sofer. “There is a large demand for classic,
luxury jewelry that’s easy to wear, comfortable and durable.
Ex-tensible is a project that Roberto has been working on for
many years and we can’t wait to see it change the way people
look at tennis bracelets.” Roberto himself also had comments
on the new Ex-tensible venture, stating “the patented, durable
stretch design of Ex-tensible makes us very proud to put our
name behind it.”
For questions regarding Ex-Tensible, contact Amit Sofer at
212-575-0213 or info@benysofer.com

The American Gem Society would like to thank Jewelers Mutual
Group, who will return as the Presenting Sponsor for Conclave in
the fall. Without their support, the American Gem Society would
not be able to provide the educational programming that it offers.
To learn more, visit ags.org/Conclave

Beny Sofer & Roberto Demeglio New Venture
Ex-Tensible, an entirely new stretchable tennis bracelet, is
coming to the U.S. market soon as result of a separate, new
joint venture between Beny Sofer, Inc. and Roberto Demeglio.
The Sofer family is a renowned classic jewelry and diamond
dealer with its office on 5th Avenue in New York City. Roberto
Demeglio stands as the world leader in ceramic and gold
fashion stretch jewelry made in Italy. For the past eight years,
the two have been working together, distributing the Italian
luxury brand in the United States and Caribbean.
Now, they are partnering to launch Ex-Tensible, an entirely
new stretchable tennis bracelet unlike anything in the industry
today. Roberto Demeglio patented a system that made the
most basic of bracelets, the Tennis bracelet, stretchable and
clasp-less, in order to fit into his new philosophy of comfort
driven jewels that work to transform what’s traditional into a
functional jewel fit for today’s lifestyle.
Ex-tensible tennis bracelets launched in Europe two years ago
and made quite an impact on the market. Now, it’s coming to
the USA. The brand offers stretchable tennis bracelets in 18kt
gold and diamonds and semi-precious stones. Bracelets are
currently available in 1.00ctw to 10.00ctw in round, oval and
emerald cuts. Additional options will become available in the
future. Ex-tensible tennis bracelets are the only bracelets on the
market that offer a lifelong warranty on the patented system.
“We are very excited to offer this new brand to retailers in the

Grandeur On Your Wrist
One look at the new Captain Cook bronze burgundy dial is all
it takes to understand the grandeur of this timepiece. Rado is
proud to present its new version of the Captain Cook bronze,
in the much awaited burgundy high-tech ceramic dial.
It is not unsual for Rado to make such striking material
combinations, and the ‘The Master of Materials’ once again
plays with a modern material like high-tech ceramic and the
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oldest material created by men – bronze. The result is a timepiece that enamours with its brushed bronze
case, bronze turning bezel with burgundy high-tech ceramic insert and laser engraved numbers and markers.
The burgundy sunray brushed dial clearly contrasts against the yellow gold coloured applied indexes, but
blends easily with the classic red-date display from Rado.
Its indexes, numbers, hands and markers are all powered with Super-LumiNova® that allows clear visibility in
the dark, and whose looks remain almost untouched from the 1962 original Captain Cook, giving it a natural
vintage look. However, diverging from the original, this timepiece is powered with the 11½ Rado calibre 763
movement prodiving 80 hours power reserve.
Red tones are known to be the hardest to be replicated in ceramics, and even more a challenge to be used
in watches, that now the watchmaker from Lengnau can add to its many materials’ achievements.
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The Captain Cook Bronze Burgundy fulfills all the requirements
of a Rado watch, pioneering durable materials, striking
design and high functionality that will last a lifetime. For more
information call Rado Watch Co. Ltd in the USA at 786-7255389.

To access and download the materials, WJA members can visit:
https://www.womensjewelryassociation.com/marchismemonth

WJA Announces 2021 March is Me Month
Campaign

Questions about how to join the “March is Me Month”
campaign or the Women’s Jewelry Association, can be
directed to Membership Coordinator Rachel Jurisz, at rachel@
womensjewelryassociation.com.

The Women’s Jewelry Association will again encourage women to
buy jewelry for themselves in Spring 2021. “March is Me Month”
is the promotional initiative to be featured. The campaign is
specifically aligned with International Women’s Day on March 8,
2021, which celebrates women around the world. “March is
Me Month,” will play out through the entire month of March.
Marketing assets, which are available for spring planning
starting in December 2020, will allow participants to advertise,
use email and social media, and incorporate website and in-case
signage to align with the national campaign. The association
invites retailers, designers, suppliers, manufacturers, and trade
associations to share its messaging.
The March is Me Month initiative was developed by the WJA
Women’s Executive Leadership Forum, a group of high-level
female executives in the jewelry, gem, and watch industries.
The group has been working to build partnerships across the
industry, as it prepares for the future of jewelry retail and the
increased purchasing power of the female consumer.
“Our campaign is all about women giving themselves
permission to purchase jewelry for themselves - they deserve
it!” says WJA President Jacqueline Cassaway.
For 2021, WJA is offering March is Me Month assets to all its
members – not just corporate members. “We had so many
requests from the general membership to use the marketing
assets during our first year, as they recognized the value of
the campaign,” says WJA Executive Director Jennifer Markas.
“As a result, all materials are available for 2021 to individual
members at a minimal fee.” WJA corporate members will
once again receive the assets free of charge as a benefit of
corporate membership.
All participants will have the flexibility to promote and sell
their own products as part of the campaign. WJA encourages
users to utilize the branding, taglines, and logos developed for
the campaign by Richline Group, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Berkshire Hathaway. The campaign’s hashtags include
#MarchIsMeMonth #CelebrateYou, #LiveBeautifully, and
#WomensJewelryAssociation.

To join WJA and gain access to the materials, please visit:
https://www.womensjewelryassociation.com/join

GeMax Pro II Digital Microscope From Gesswein
The newly redesigned GeMax Pro II Digital Microscope is ideal
for jewelry appraising, gemstone inspection, and repair intake
work. The GeMax Pro II is powerful enough to view inscriptions
on the girdle of diamonds. Magnification is clear and crisp at
10X to 300X and up to 1200X by digital.
Generous 5” LCD display is easy to view, while maintaining
a wide resolution of 1080P/720P. Interfaces with any PC and
utilizes the GeMax Portable Capture Pro II Software (included
on a CD or can go direct to manufacturer’s website) for proper
storage and manipulation of your photos.
• 1 Year warranty. Made in China.
• GEMAX Pro II Includes:
• GEMAX Pro II Digital Microscope
• Adapter, USB Charging Cable, AV Cable
• Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery
• GEMAX Capture Pro-II Software
• Calibration Ruler
• USB Gooseneck LED Light
• 8GB Micro SD Card
• C-Clamp for Viewing Laser Inscriptions
• Microscope Tweezer/Stone Holder
• White Sorting Gem Tray (Ideal for Color Matching & Pairing)
• Ring Holder
• H & A Viewer (Viewing Hearts & Arrow Cuts in Diamonds)
• Background Color Paper Set
• Cleaning Fabric
• Quick Start Guide & Instruction
Manual
For more information
contact Gesswein
at 203-366-5400.
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